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Moreover, they will need to bundle these offerings 
together with traditional services and sell them to 
customers through direct and self-service based 
channels. Existing BSS systems were built around 
traditional telecommunication services and are hard 
and expensive to customize. Most of these services 
were sold through direct sales either via phone or field 
sales teams which means that often service providers 
don’t have the right infrastructure to support B2B 
customers in digital channels. To overcome these 
challenges, service providers need a unified commerce 
platform that can handle diverse traditional and digital 
services and serve as a marketplace for SMB and 
enterprise customers.

To enable new business models, service providers will 
have to provide enterprises with a convenient way to 
order conventional and digital services on-demand 
automatically. As an example, when a sim-card is 
activated on an M2M device, an order for a lifetime 
subscription for connectivity required for maintenance 
requests will be activated. But when a user purchases 
new content delivered through the same device, 
a different order will be created for the bandwidth 
required to deliver the content. The on-demand real-
time ordering of diverse services including 5G-enabled 
services will be a challenge for legacy Business 
Support Systems (BSS). They were not designed to 
handle these new types of services and often lack 
solid APIs to enable automated ordering. To address 
this challenge, service providers will need a commerce 
layer that can be easily configured to handle diverse 
services and provides comprehensive APIs for their on-
demand ordering.
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Enterprises across the globe are digitally transforming 
by moving to the cloud, adopting artificial intelligence 
and relying on intelligent automation. We’re also 
seeing a rise in the number of digitally-native, low-
asset business models like Peloton in fitness, Uber in 
transportation and AirBnB in real estate. Both are 
looking to 5G adoption to accelerate this process by 
providing high speed, low-latency and massive M2M/
IoT communication to create a connected world.

While almost every enterprise has their basic 
connectivity needs taken care of, their needs for 
sophisticated IT and Network services will grow. The 
mobile workforce wants to have fixed-like services 
over wireless networks, enterprises want to engage in 
new IoT enabled business models and both want to 
outsource more of their IT landscape as it becomes 
more complex. For example, a manufacturer of 
home appliances can sell its customers a device, a 
maintenance subscription, content and connectivity 
– all in one package. To deliver this offering it will have 
to engage multiple partners including communications 
service providers. These changes will result in over 10% 
CAGR by 2026 in the B2B telecommunications market 
with most of the growth driven by IT services.

To capitalize on this opportunity, service providers 
need to satisfy the growing need in IT services by 
becoming a marketplace for enterprises and engage 
in new business models. To succeed in becoming an IT 
marketplace, service providers need to move beyond 
connectivity and add new services to their portfolio 
including IaaS/SaaS, security, virtualized connectivity 
and others. 



The Benefits of Elastic Path Commerce

Upsell Existing Customers
Maximize revenue for existing B2B customers by 
upselling them with value added services.

Address New Market Segments
Enter previously unserved market segments with 
targeted virtualized offerings.

Enable New Business Models
Drive new revenue streams with M2M/IoT, B2B2C and 
partner-enabled business models.

Drive Innovation in B2B
Engage customers through new channels including 
voice commerce, chatbots, AR/VR, and connected 
devices.

Embrace Business Agility
Accelerate time-to-market for new offerings, 
capabilities and experiences by abstracting systems 
of records complexity.

Optimize Costs
Address business needs with a flexible deployment 
model including SaaS, public cloud, private cloud and 
on-premises.
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The Elastic Path Commerce Offering

Elastic Path offers an API-driven headless commerce 
platform which helps service providers enable new 
business models and create a one stop shop for 
digital and traditional services. 

Traditional and Innovative B2B Offerings
Sell traditional and new digital B2B offerings including 
connectivity, M2M/IoT, XaaS and Virtualized services 
on a single platform. Bundle these services to create 
value added packages and vertical solutions.

Marketplace for Digital Enterprise
Provide businesses with a one-stop shop to address 
the needs of a digital enterprise. Enable convenient 
ordering of traditional and digital services across any 
channel.

API-driven Commerce
Facilitate new business models by enabling on-
demand ordering of services by 3rd parties through 
commerce capabilities exposed via patented Cortex 
API layer.

Carrier-grade Platform
Ensure business continuity with a scalable, secure 
platform proven to handle large volumes of customers 
and transactions. Optimize costs with flexible 
deployment models.
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If you need help delivering unified commerce experiences 
across all customer touchpoints, contact Elastic Path.

info@elasticpath.com   |   elasticpath.com

About Elastic Path
As the pioneer of headless commerce, Elastic Path created the world’s leading API-first 
commerce solution purpose-built to create a purchase experience in any digital environment.

North America toll-free: +1 (800) 942 5282 
Europe: +44 1189 255 854
Worldwide: +1 (604) 408 8078

Communications service providers around the world trust Elastic Path


